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After describing the photographs of tIle SUll sent from 
Kodaikanal, Dr. Harrison said:-

The phenomenon of absorption of light which is respon
sihle for the appearanee of the dark prominences may be 
illustrated by analogy in some such way as this. Suppose a 
bridge of boats stretched across a river. Suppose also a 
series of waves to be travelling down the river towards the 
bridge of boats. Those boats whose natural vibration 
period corresponds to any particular set of waves among the 
advancing group, will be set into more viole1lt osciIIation 
than their neighbours by the passage of the waves. Only 
those waves which have a period nearly equal to a boat's 
period will affect the oscillation in this way. Waves of lengths 
other than the particular length suitable to the boats' own 
period will pass on past the bridge of boats. The set which 
is suitable, however, will give up their energy to the swaying 
boats, increasing the oscillations of the latter and themselv(,s 
becoming wiped out. Let us apply this process by analogy 
to the light waves which come from the lower part of tht' 
hot prominences in the sun. A series of waves of the 
sarno type emerge from the neighbourhood of these heated 
gases; as these light waves pass outwards towards om 
telescopes, they, in many cases, encounter masses of some
what cooler gas in the outer portions of the prominences. 
The light waves give up their energy to the atoms of this 
cooler gas of the same type and consequently become wiFed 
out, and wa perceive the outline of a (lark prominence. 
This process is analogous to the behaviour of the water 
wa.ves and the bridge of boats. The water waves represl nt 
the light waves from the hot base of the prominences, whUe 
the bridge of boats represents the atoms of somewhat coolN 
gas above, in the ou.ter portion. 
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